Nikon has developed a camera harness that lets dogs take pictures with their heart rate. The special camera mount reads the dog's heartbeat and snaps a picture every time it goes up. If the dog gets excited because it meets another dog, the camera will automatically take a snapshot.

He also claimed that he had consulted with airplane manufacturers Boeing and Airbus about security flaws but “it never went anywhere”. He said his frustration on using official channels led him to take action on his own, interfering with airplane IFEs multiple times.

"From my perspective, it's a wake-up call," Bromenshenk wrote in an email. "Pollinators need safe havens, with adequate quantities of high-quality resources for food and habitat, relatively free from toxic chemicals, and that includes pollutants as well as pesticides and other agricultural chemicals."

In a separate lawsuit, former commerce minister Boonsong Teriyabirom and former deputy commerce minister Poom Sarapol plus a former head of the Foreign Trade Department are yet to undergo court trials for the same rice program.
A separate and still pending lawsuit in California accuses Apple of defrauding consumers by selling MacBook Pro laptops in 2011 that contained defective graphic cards, causing screen distortions and system failures.

Purely as drama, it was jarring. He’d been drinking and drifting. He was warning his younger companion Stephanie, “You don’t know what happens to people who believe in things,” and telling Peggy he couldn’t go back home because “I can’t get out of here.”